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Consider each aspect of the presentation carefully, and think about some constructive
feedback to give the presenters. Return this form to the group after their presentation.
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Delivery: How clearly was the topic stated? Was the pace right, could the audience follow
easily? Did you feel included and engaged? Did the presentation seem natural, or was it
memorised, or read? Were the speaking voices loud enough? Were they fluent? Was the
pronunciation clear? Was the vocabulary and grammar ok?
Your comments:
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Content: Were key terms explained? Was the importance of the information clarified?
Were claims supported with evidence? Were any conclusions drawn or important
implications indicated? If audio-visual aids were used were they relevant and helpful?
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Organisation: Was a plan of the presentation obvious? Was it always clear where the talk
was heading? Did the talk keep to the point? Were main points restated?
Your comments:
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